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ENGLISH AS'A SECOND LANGUAGE

Introduction

The Boulder Valley School.District is located in the southern portion

of Boulder County. The district consists of the townsof Broomfield,

Boulder, Gold Hill, Jamestown, Lafayette, Louisville, and Nederland: It

is the site of the University of Colorado, the National Bureau of Standards,

and the National Center for Atmospheric Research as well as several other

agencies and industries attracting personnel of an international nature".

Due to these and other factors, there is a sizeable number of students

whose language is other than English. This situation creates a two-fold

problem for the district: many students do not understand the English

language adequately to progress normally ia the public schools, and few

teachers employed by the Boulder Vallay Public Schooli are specifically

tz4ined to teach this type of child

Formation and History of the Program

During the fall of 1975, Ow Boulder Valley Public Schools conducted

its Annual Census of students whose primary or home language is other than

- English as prescribed'iy Housl Bill 1295 of the 197$ General Session of the

legislature of the State of Colowado, otherwise reNired to as the Bilingual

and Bicultural Act. As these children were not currently enrolled in a

bilingual education program, they were eligible for tutorial assistance

under the "NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING TUTORIAL PROGRAM" cited in Section 22-24-119

of the Act which protides for TUTORIAL GRAMS to school districts for the

instruction of non-English speaking students. The district submitted a

request for a TUTORIAL GRANT to the Colorado State Department of Education

on October 24, 1976, after identifying 116 eligible students. These stu-

dents are portrayed below in Table I.
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TABLE 1

NON ENGLISH DOMINANTCHILDREN ENIOLLED IN
B.V.P.S. BY NUMBER AND LANGUAGE

nguae Nueber

Arabic 7
Cambodian 2

Chinese 2

Dinish 1

French 6
German 3

Greek 1

Hebrew 1

Hindu" 2

Iranian 2

Italian 2

Egyptian 1

Janpanese 8

Korean 3
Nigerian 2
Portuguese 1

Spanish 41
Turkish 1

Vietnaaase 30

Total languages 19 Total children 116

Pursuant to submission of its proposal, the district received a

grant in the amount of $11,758.00 from the Colorado Department of Educe-

tion. Applications for the position of E.S.L. Tutor were then processed

and a total of four tutors were then selected fram among the applicants.

Mr. Roger D. Martinez, Jr., of the Boulder Valley Public Schools was

designated Program Coordinator and Dr. Charles Stansfield of the University

of Colorado was designated Program Evaluator.

The tutors selected were Mts. Bettye Paltridge, Mt. Peter Callas,

Miss Deborah Anderson, and Mt. Anthony Lopez. Mrs. Paltridge has Oror

experience in the district as a volunteer tutor. Mr. Callas holds a B.A.

degree and speaks Spanish, Greek, and Chinese. ':'kiss Anderson holds a B.A.

degree and speaks Spanish, as does MT. Lopez, None of the tutors con-

tracted are certified teachers. Each of the above tutors taught 30 class
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hours per week except Mrs.

tutors were paid a salary

Tutors were assigned

Deborah Anderson

Peter Callas

Anthony Lopez

Betty Paltridge

3

Paltridge who tauea 20 hours per week. All

of $4.50 per class hour.

to schools as follows:

Aurora 7 Elementary School 6

Boulder High School 7

Burke Elementary School
Casey Junior High School
Columbine Elementary School
Centennial Junior High School

3

1

6

1

Lafayette Middle School 6

Martin Park Elementary School 4

Uhiversity Hill Primary School 2

University Hill Intermediate
School 2

The amount of instruction each student received varied according to

the needs of each student. Many students did not receive any instruc-

tion since, in the opinion of the regular classroom.teacher, additional

tutoring was not needed. Other students received only occasional tutoring

amounting to one hour per week or less. Normally, each child who received

tutoring was tutored between 40 minutes and one hour per day. Three stu-

aents at Lafayette Middle School each received three hours of E.S.L.

instruction per day.

Tutoring began on December 9, 1975, and continued throughout the

school year. The district provided three inservice training sessions to

tutors from its own discretionary funds. The cost of this evaluation

was also paid out of district funds, since no monies for such were received

from the Colorado Department of Education.

ft:service Training

Professional development of the tutors was provided for and encouraged.

Dr. Charles Stansfield of the University of Colorado conducted 3 four-hour

workshops on E.S.L. techniquei and methodology at the Boulder Valley
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Public Schools Administrative Office on 6500 East Arapahoe. The first of

these was held in January and dealt with the nature of language and how

it is learned. TUtors were shown techniques for the teaching of pronunci-

ation and the causes of pronuhciation problems were discussed.. Emphasis

was placed on_the development and presentation of minimal pair drills.

The second session was held in February, 1976, and dealt with the

teaching of syntactical pattern to students. The rationale fbr the teach-

ing of syntax was discussed and methodi of conducting a pattern practice

were demonstrated. Tutors were also involved in the construction of

different kinds of pattern drills.

The third formal inservice training session was held during the month

of May. During this session the nature of the final linguistic evaluation

was discussed and tutors were shown how to carry on and grade an oral

proficiency interview.

Approximately one hour of each of the above sessions was devoted to

an unstructured discussion of the pedagogical problems tutors had en-

countered in the schools. It was found that such discussions were especially

productive as the tutors learned a great deal about methods and materials

from each other. Also, during this period it was possible for Mr. Martinez

and Dr. Stansfield to clarify certain aspects of the operation of the

public Schools which seemed strange to the tutors as uncertified teachers.

During the second inservice session the tutors agreed to meet on their

own to further discuss their problems and possible solutions. Betty

Paltridge volunteered the use of her home for the first meeting which was

held on February 24. All tutors attended, as did Dr. Stansfield. Each

tutor brought along those materials which he or she had found to be

especially useful. It should be said lack of materials and lack of

... familiarity with materials, was one of the most critical problems faced
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this year, especially at the beginning of the year. Teachers also dis-

cussed their most perplexing students and asked for suggestions from each

other on how to handle their educational and emotional problems.'

The second informal inservice session was held at the home of Peter

Callas on March 16. 'At these sessions it became increasingly evident that

an unexpected, but necessary part of the job of each E.S.L. tutor was that

of social worker. The tutors were asked to handle students with learning

disabilities, emotional and discipline problems. This normally involved

the necessity of visiting with:the children's parents at their home.

While some tutors felt frustrated at first at seeing their responsibilities

with the children expand to include their whole day and soietimes their

.evenings, it was helpful.for them to see that other tutors had encountered

the same problems. It was apparent at such meetings that the district

had been fortunate in finding part-time para-professional personnel who

were so concerned about their students and so committed to their well.being.

One of the highlights of the inservice program was the opportunity to

visit the Intensive English Center at the University of Colorado, during

_. 3.. March. On this visit, arranged by Dr. Stansfield, the tutors met Mts.

Jean Engler, director of the center, and observed several E.S.L. classes

being taught by experienced EISIL, teachers, They were able io discuss

methods and materials with the teachers during post-class discussions, and

form impressions of the efficacy of certain techniques by observing the

reactions of students to them. Although the tutors judged the Intensive

English Center to be a situation entirely different from their own (since

it enrolls adults only), they did feel they profited R great deal from

their visit.
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EVALUATION

Evaluation of the program was conducted by an outside evaluator,

Dr. Charles Stansfield of the University of Colorado. The use of an out-

side evaluator theoretically results in more candid responses by all con-

cerned, especially district employees, than responses obtained through an

internal evaluation carried out by persons at the administrative office.

The evaluation consisted of several components. These included on-

site 'bservoion of each tutor by the evaluator, interviews with coordinators

and teachers at the building level, a linguistic evaluation of each stu-

dent, a classroom teacher's questionnaire, a parents' questionnaire, and a

tutor's reaction form.

The on-site observations were carried out early in 1976. The 'valu-

ator visited Deborah Anderson on January 23, at Aurora 7 Elementary

School, where he with the principal, Mt. Englund, the reading,

specialist, Mrs. Hutcheson, and the special education teacher, Mts. Sherman.

All noted that the tutor hal come in relatively unpreiared but with

tremendous enthusiatm. It was their opinion that she wsi doing a fine job.

Betty Paltridge was visited on February 10, at Martin Park Elementary

School, where she was observed by the evaluator teaching children from

Vietnam and France. The students seemed to be progressing well and it was

obvious that they were heavily involved in a planned program of E.S.L.,

instruction. It was not possible to talk wiA.4 the principal at this school

since he was out of the building at the moment.

Peter Callas was observed on March S, at Centennial Junior High. It

should be noted that neither the principal nor the assistant principal

knew that there was an E.S.L. tutor in their school, even though he had

been working there for the past three months. The special education teacher,

Mr. Wilkie, has besn assigned to coordinate Pete's activities and apparently
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he was the only one who was familiar with his work4or his presence. Mr.

Wilkie had a very favorable opinion of Pete's work at the school. He

stated that he felt Pete should concentrate on the teaching of reading,

which would be a prerequisite to written expression. Wilkie's opinion is

typical of that of numerous educators who see the acquisition of reading

as being the primary skill to be taught by the E.S.L. teacher or anyone

else. Once-this is learned, it is believed that other school problems

will begin to solve themselves. While such a generalization may have

validity for students whose native language is English, it does not take

into account that the non-English speaker must learn to speak English be-

fore he can learn to read it with any degree of fluency. Once the speaking

skill has been acquired to a sufficient degree, the receptive use of it in

reading a second language is normally acquired quite rapidly. An the other

hand, learning to read without knowing how to speak is a slow cumbersome

process. Once this process is comislete, there is little transferral io

speaking, which must then be learned almost from scratch.

At Centennial, Pete was working with a 13-year-old Korean boy,

trying to instill in him the confidence to speak in English. There seemed

to be a very close rapport between tutor and student.

Tony Lope:was also observed on March 5, at Lafayette Middle School.

He was helping a 15-year-old foreign exchange student from Mexico with his

science lesson. Tony translated a difficult chapter on glaciers into

Spanish and they discussed its content together. The evaluator, himself

a professor of Spanish, was much impressed by Tony's command of the language.

The evaluator then spoke with Mks. Valdez, the Spanish teacher and

regular E.S.L. teacher for the school. Mrs. Valdez stated that having to

help students with other courses, instead of systematically teaching them

English was a constant problem for her and for Tony. She also stated that
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the E.S.L. program in the school needed more materials. She was very

positive about the tutor, Tony Lopez.

The building principal, Mr. Dave Aragon, was most positive about the

tutor's work. Hewes impressed by Tony's ability to relate to students as

a peer, while at the same time exhibiting'i professional demeanor. He

_

stated that other teachers in the school had mentioned to him the positive

academic influence Tonywas having on Some linguisticalli different

children. In the words of the principal, "He not only tutors, but talks

to them about the importance of school."

Classroom Teacher's Questionnaire

A questionnaire for regular classroom teachers of those students en-

rolled in the E.S.L. program was developed in order to provide feedback on

.the success of the program. Forty-five questionnaires were sent out with

36 (80%) being returned to the'evalbator. Many contained additional comments

which are portrayed in Appendix A. The results, depicted in table two,

indicate that on the whole the program was perceived as being quite helpful.

Question

How do teachers perceive the language acqusition process?

Findings

The results indicate that most teachers believe that language skills

are acquired and should be taught in the,following order: listening, speak-

ing, reading, writing. This is indeed the proc-Is which language acquisi-

tion normally follows, both for first and second language learners. There-

fore, teachers showed that they generally understand the process.

Nevertheless, there was substantial variation among the responses,

indicating that there are many who do not understand this. Ten teachers

listed a skill other than speaking as being first in :mportance and acqu:

0.on, and six teachers who turned in the questionnaire did not respond to

1 1
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TABLE II

Classroom Teachers' Questionnaire

English as a Second Language Program (Lau)

,

t. Please number in order of importance (1-4) the acquisition of those
skills you feel are of most immediate value to your ESL students.

Oral production LC OP R W

Readinl 1 71% 21% TO% 1%

Writing 2 20% 30% 26% .4%

Listening Comprehension 3 6% 16% 33% 17%
4 -- 14% 10% 71%

2. Do you feel that your linguistically different students Yes 100%
benefit from ESL instructions? No

00111=11MIMOM

3. Do you feel that Your ESL students sliould attend ESL classes Yes 88%

when there is a conflict in scheduling? No -121

4. Do you ever contact the ESL teacher to discuss.your ESL Yes 81% .

students? No reir
- S. Do you think there should be an ESL tutor in this building Yes 97% ,

next year? No .-"Sr
,

6. Do you feel that your ESL students received sufficient Yes 64%

ESL instruction this year? No 3-gi

7. Is the ESL program of any help to you? Yes 97%
No

8. Do you think the ESL tutor should also be available to Yes 100%
assist students in learning other courses in which they No
are enrolled?

9. Are there any comments you would, like to make regarding
the ESL program?

Please mail this form to Dr. Charles Stansfield
Dept. of Spanish
University of Colorado
Boulder, 80302

12
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the question at all. This indicates that some have never considered the

language acquisition process and when asked to give a response about it,

they could not form one. Several of the questionnaires corroborate this in

that the respondent drew a large question mark next to the first question.

The teachers responses indicate that listening comprehension is per-

haps the most useful skill td students. If a student understands what the

teacher is saying, he is capable of learning in the regularclassroom. Once

the student can understand, he is ready to begin speaking. When he can do

this, he oan participate more fully in the class. When,the student.can

speak, he is then linguistically ready to read English. Efforts to teach

students to read before speaking usually fail, since the student is being

forced to perform at a level greater than his linguistic proficiency.

Reading is followed by writing, which is greatly facilitated by the fact

that the student has already learned mue:h of the orthography and formal.

sentence structure.
,r

Question. Did teachers find that their students benefitted from the E.S.L.

Bindings. One hundred percent of those responding to this question agreed

that their students had benefitted from the E.S.L. instruction they re-

ceived. Therefore it appears that this program'brings noticeable improve-

ment and benefits.

Question. Do teachers believe that students should attend E.S.L. classes

even whem.rthere is a conflict in scheduling?

findings. Eighty-seven percent of those responding felt that E.S.L. was so

important that students should attend even if it caused them to miss other

basic classes and activities.

Question. Does the classroom teacher discuss his student's progreis with

the E.S.L. tutor?

1 3
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Findings. Seventy-nine percent of those responding stated that they do.

Nonetheless, the comments of the tutors, both throughout the year and on

the Tutor's Reaction Form, indicate that such contracts were usually in-

frequent. Only a few teachers went to the trouble to inform themselves

of the tutor's activities and work jointly with them.

Question. Did the teachers feel that the program should be continued?

Findings. The teachers showed strong enthtmiasm for the program in their

response to question S. Ninety-seven percent felt the program should be

continued. The one teacher who answered negatively was opposed to the

program's existence on philolophical grounds as evidenced by his writing

on the questionnaire the following comment:

"If the district funds are bing used for this, let's drop it.
While it could be valuable for the student, it is still the
student's problem to learn English and I don't think the district
ahmuld be paying =for it."

In spite of the above comment, a strong endorsement of the program by

teachers is apparent.

Question. Did the teachers feel that the program offered students sufficient

supplementary assistance?

Findings: Sixty-three percent of the teachers responding to question 6 felt

that the present program is adequate. The remaining 37% felt that it is

inadequate. The large number of negative responses again indicates general

teacher enthusiasm and concern for the E.S.L. program. No other queiffon

received so many negative responses.

Question. Does the individual classroom teacher believe that he, himself,

benefits from the E.S.L. program?

Findings. The responses to queStion 7 indicate that the teachers over-

whelmingly agree that they also benefit from the program. Apparently, the

teachers feel that.thpy could not take the time to tutor these children

1.1
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individually, as was indicated in several comments written on the paper.

They also feel . It the program makes teaching easier for them by keep-

ing students current with assignments and providing individual tutoring in

the content areas.

Question. Do teadhers believe that the E.S.L. tutor should e30 provide

assistance to students with their regular school work?

Findings. Without exception the teachers feel that the E.S.L. tutor should

assist them in teaching content courses. This poses a coniderable problem

to the E.S.L. tutors in that their primary responsibility is to teach the

English language. Most feel that the responsibility for teaching content

courses rests with the classroom teacher and that they simply do not hae

'sufficient contact with the student to accept this additional responsi-

bility. Since the Lau program was principally funded to employ English

tutors rather than regular subject matter teachers, it appears that in the

future the limitations of the tutors responsibilitiJs should be made clear

to all building personnel.

gulstion. What other comments did the teachers have?

Findings. Additional comments by the teachers are reported in Appendix A.

They were generally most favorible, with many teachers making strong state-

ments about the need for such a program. Also, some of the'comments

complimented the work of individual tutors. This.would indicate that the

tutors contracted by the district carried out their responsibilities in

.a very dedicated fashion.

E.S.L. Tutor's Reaction Form

This form was used to gather considerable information about many aspects

of the program, including attitudes toward working conditions of the tutors,

instructional materials, training, supervision, number of students taught,

out of class contacts, contacts with parents, and recurring problems.

15
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The reaction form was divided into two parts. The first ten questions

called for fixed responses, while questions 11 through 19 permitted open-

ended responses. The form may be examihed in Appendix R.

The following analysis portrays the individual responses of tutors.

The comments of the four tutors are reproduced in full along with a summary

statement by the evaluator.

Question. How did the tutors rate their work load?

Responses. Excellent: 1 Good: 2 Fair: 1 Poor: 0

Comments.

--Each student had sufficiept-time each day to learn English.
Older children had 45 and younger children had 30 min.
each as their attention span was shorter.

--Initially poor--too many students, scheduling difficulties, over-
loaded with students who didn't really qualify for the ESL pro-
gram. Finally fair to good, however, I felt that my high school
students required more time than I was able to give them.

--Because of a lack of materials at first, I had to spend much time
preparing. Thin s-4ell in place.

--I would've like to help more students but priorities were established
on the_basis of wh aldn't. speak at al1 as to.those_who_ could-but----
needed help in re,Ailig or writing English.

Summary. All but one tutor appeared satisfied with the work load. Com-

plaints were minor and varied according to situation. There was some con-
.

cern that students were not receiving enough attention and that not all

students could be reached by the program. Also, it again appears that tutors
a*

are being asked to be more than an E.S.L. tutor.

Question. How did tutors rate their class schedule?

Responses. EXcellent: 1 Good: 1 Fair: 2 Poor: 0

Comments.

--Most teachJrt suggested a favorable working schedule, only one
became upset if her students missed P.E., art or recess. There-
fore the schedule had to be worked around her.

16
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--Initially it was very chaotic with so many students. By spring
quarter, my schedule was set, but class time was insufficient
in trying to meet the needs of the students.

--Commuting is hard--but necessary.

--All of the students in the same building.

ImemE, There was some dissatisfaction with class schedule, again due

to various causes. The fact that tutors nust commute from school to school

like itinerant teachers WS admittedly a hardship, especially since they

were not paid for this travel. Also, the number of students taught by each

student was disparate, -ranging from 16 to seven. Only one tutor had all

of his students in the same building, which-is a definite work advantage.

Ouestion. How did the tutors rate their instructional materials?

Responses. Excellent: 1 Good: 0 Fair: 0 Poor: 5

Cohments.

--Excellent material available for elementary level. Once you
know what and where i is. Favorite material provided by speech
therapist and language disability specialist.

--School district did not provide any materials specifically for
the ESL program. Materials_were_gathered from non-school.district
resources: Later on in the eaIifiw Miterials were available
through the district.

--Because the program is just starting, we had none to speak of.

--There were none for middle school children. Made various attempts
at Ed Center library and ordered books, but they never came.

Summary. Because the program began in Decembar, as soon as state funds

were appropriated, the district was unprepared in terms of instructional

materials, manipulatives, and software. Teachers were told to begin tutor-

ing without experience, a curriculum guide, or texts. Most began by ob-

taining reading materials from the reading specialist and the.special

education teacher. As time went on, tutors located E.S.L. textbooks at

the University of Colorado's bookstore, library, and Intensive English

Center. Some books were ordered for the district, but these did not come

17
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in until the end of tile year, and unfortunately laid unrecognized in a box

for some tine. Since there waA no standard curriculum or text this year,

teachers responses were understandably negative about this matter. Copies

of the Magic of English Workbook for all students have been ordered for

next year, as has a small library of professional literature on the teach-

ing of English as a Second Language.

Question. How did the tutors rate their supervision?

!camases. Excellent: 0 Good: 0 Adequate: 3 Inadequate: 1

Comments.

- -I enjoyed almost total freedom to use and discard favorable and
unfavorable material.

- -Supervision was not on a district level, but delegated to individual
school administrators, who didn't have the time to devote to the
ESL program, because of the magnitude of their responsibilities.
r felt that there was very little supervision.

- -Sessions with Dr. Stansfield were very useful. Mr. Martinez
offered support--but more detailed supervision would be helpful.

--Roger Martinez never came to evaluate and criticize my per-
formance.

--Summary. Supervision tied with instructional materials for the lowest

rating among those aspects queried in the questionnaire. It was the

policy of the program coordinator to place responsibility for supervision

of the tutors with the building principal. As a result, little direct

supervision was given. Mr. Martinez visited the tutors only if they

specifically requested it so only two of the four tutors were observed

by district personnel. The general feeling that there should be more

supervision was also felt by the evablator who was asked by several of

the tutors if he could stay to observe them in each of their classes.

It seems apparent that building level administrators do not feel

that they have anything to offer in the way of pedagogical expertise in the

area of English as a Second Language. Therefore, in the future, some on-

site observation and supervision should be planned at the district level.

18



If the coordinator's pTesent duties would not permit this, then perhaps

someone should be contracted to supervise a's has been done in several other

Colorado school districts.

Question. How did the tutors feel about their inservice training?

empal. Excellent: 0 Good: 2 Adequate: 2 Inadequate: 0

Comments.

--I feel that I needed more inservice training to learn techniques
and gain more self confidence.

--Because this was the first year of the program and most of the
tutors were novices, I felt that mOre training and curriculum
development was needed to provide a prograi with continuity. The
two sessions we had were helpful, but a more intensive training
would have been beneficial. Mr. Stansfield was extremely willing
to help us out and I appreciated this very much.

--Earliel sessions on phonology and morphology were-aimed at higher
levels--not as useful as later bull sessions and visist to CU.

--A step by step process of language development as far as English
is concerned was never really given. Also having children of
different ages for each tutor requires different techniques.
Therefore, it would be wise to have one tutor at a time.

Summary. The two inservice training sessions presented by Dr. Stansfield

-were generally viewed as helpful. -However tutors felt that more inservice

was needed, especially in the first year of the program. The tutors felt

that they profited greatly from their occasional informal meetings in

which they discussed different problems they were having. It appears that

in the future, some provision should be made for the planned continuation

of such meetings (perhaps through released time) and that presentations

by external specialists should be made at the beginning of the,year in the

form of pre-service workshops.

Question: How did the tutors regard their salary?

Responses. Excellent: 0 Good: 2 Fair: 1 Poor: 1 H.R.

Comments:

--TUtors teaching ESL are making higher salaries elsewhere.
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--The hourly wage was sufficient, but being paid as a part-time
employee had its drawbacks. After investing many hours every
week in preparation, it seemed a. bit unreasonable to lose wages
because of students dot attending class, holidays, and other
official school closures.

--More than fair for our training--but not princely.

--It should be 8 hours a day, not 6. Hourly pay is excellent except
for those who drove from school to school.

Summary. The tutor's earned a salary of $4.59 per class hour. There was

no allowance made for preparation time, which is always considerable during

the first year of teaching. Tutors complained that time spent traveling

from school to school was generally not recognized and that school holidays

meant a loss of income to them. It was also mentioned that tutors in other

districts are earning more. While it is true that some districts are pay-

ing $5.00 per hour, others are paying less than $3.00. During the coming

year, the D.V.P.S. will increase compensation for tutors to $5.00 per

hour, a factor which should produce more favorable attitudes toward saliry.

Nevertheless, the average teacher, with a salary of some $13,000 plus'sub-

stantial fringe bedefits,_is much.better:compensated for his,teachidg

than a tutor. If certified personnel are hired and paid as tutors, some

feelings of bitterness and/or jealousy will undoubtedly develop. Since

none of the tutors hired by the district this year were certified un-

employed teachers, this situation did not occur. (In other districts, it

did.) Generally, it seems that tutors attitudes toward their salary were

rather positive.

One tutor mentioned that if a student was absent she was not given

credit for teaching. This situation should be rectified in the future,

since student attendance is a matter beyond the tutor's control.

!Question. How did the tutors rate their assistance from building ad-

ministrators?
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pesponses. Excellent: 1 Good: 2 Adequate: 1 Inadequate: 0

Comments.

--More active support could have helped. Only one principal inquired
as to how the students were progressing. The other thought I was
there merely to keep the children happy until they returned to
their country.

--In general, I found the building administrators to be very co-
operative and willing to offer their assistance when possible.
Mr. Valdez, at Boulder High School, WAS very concerned about the
ESL students and was especially helpful and supportive of the ESL
progzam.

--Principals at half my schools were concerned and helpful. Larger
junior high schools didn't even.know I was there.

-- Dave Aragon and Max McMillan are most sensitive and understanding.
They were always there to help and made me feel like a part of the
faculty and not just a tutor.

Summary. Reactions to the quality of building level assistance were quite

positive, although it should be. pointed out that the assistance could more

accurately be described asmoral support, concern, and helpfulness. Also,

substantial differences were apparent between buildings.

Question. How did the tutors rate their assistance from classroom teachers?

---Responses. Excellent: 2 Good: 1 Adequate: 2 Inadequate: 1

(TWo tutors responded twice)

Comments.

--Mom Active support and interest-would have helped.

--Many.of the teachers were unaware that the ESL program existed.
At the high school level, the number of teachers involved with
each student made it difficult to maintain close contact with the
students' specific problems. Some teachers offered suggestions
and pointed out areas where their students needed help. For the
most part, I charted my own course with each student.

--Some classroom teachers were good, others merely turned children
over to me and left it at that.

--All of the teachers went out of their way to help my students
here in Lafayette which says something for the teachers.

Summary. Assistance from classroom teachers varied considerably. Some

were always helpful:;and concerned, inquiring as to the student's progress
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and the tutor's activities, while others were either unaware or aloof.

Some tutors found it difficult to respond to this question because of this

variation. For this reason, tutors checked more than one category.

. .

Again it would appear that some type of inservice session for class-

room teachers should be held early during the year. This would inform

teaChers is to the existenCe and function of the tutors in the school and

help them to be accepted by school personnel. Hopefully the outcome would

be more of a team effort between tutor and teacher. This should especially

be the goal where the program exists in elementary schools.

Question. How extensive were tutors contacts with parents and how did

tutors rate these contacts?

Responses. Excellent: 2 Good: I Adequate: 0 Inadequate:-

Comments.

have visited the Vietnamese family twice and phoned three times.
They are sponsored by a local church who has taken on the responsi-
bility of providing social and business contacts--and private
tutoring on an informal basis. I found that it is difficult for
an outsider to enter this closed circle. I have suggested
several TV programs which might have been ofinterest to the
ehildren and asked-"Mbm"-to-help with spelling lists. There is
a cordial relationship between us and they have requested help.
Both French families have been a great treat. We have coffees
and dinners together, share mutual problems concerning work and
home. I visit children when they are sick (during tutor time--
this is an advantage of having one child per session) and we
exchange pictures and birthday dates. It is a very affectionate
relationship.

--Limited contact was made with only a few parents and guardians.
Individual conferences with the parents at the beginning and the
end of the year might be helpful in the future. Also, a number
of the parents did not speak English very well.

--Parents were very responsive to my meeting them.

--I became a social worker, not only helping the students hot also
their parents espcially when they needed my help at home.

Summary. All but one of the tutors had extensive contacts with parents,

both during and in addition to class time. This is most laudable and
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indicates a high degree of dedication on the part of the tutors contracted

this year. As one of the tutors aptly described, the job at times involved

being a social worker, not only helping the children, but their parents

as well whenever a family crisis called-for-it. Tutors performed a

variety of tasks of this nature, including serving as translator for the

parents, babysitter, spokesman, and all-around good friend. Again, tutors

were not paid for these out of class contacts, even though such contacts

are apparently unavoidable given the nature of the subject and the nearly

one-to-one student-teacher relationship.

!Question. How do tutors feel they can best teach E.S.L.?

.Resoonses. As a tutor: 4 As a teachers aide: 0 As an ESL teacher: 0

Comments.

--The one-to-one or two-to-one situation is quite effective when
dealing with the individual problems of the student, especially
on the high school level where it is important to establish
trust and develop a good rapport in order to overcome inhibitions.

--/ could be any one of these.

Summary. There is some discussion in E.S.L. circles as to what is tht

best administrative design for E.S.L. instruction. In particular, many

people feel that E.S.L. classes should be held at a single school in the

district with children being bussed to that school. On the other hand,

the B.V.P.S. tutors believe that they should remain tutors in order to do

their job most effectively. One mentioned the need for a one-to-one pupil-

teacher ratio in order to help the student overcome his inhibitions about

speaking English. While this evaluation is not meant to be an'investiga-

tive study of the optimum administrative design, it should be noted that,t.

the opinion of the Boulder tutors is that the tutorial situation is best.
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grestion. Describe five things that were accomplished during the first

year of the program.

Comments.

--1) All students can speak survival English.
2) Some students gained sufficient amount of confidence in them-

selves which enabled them to participate verbally in class and
on the playground.

3) I feel that the foreign students are ptOud of their ability to
speak English" regardless of their limited.capabilities.

4) I was informed that most foreign schools require English instruc-
tion therefore ESL while in America will gi.:e some a "head-start"
and others practice using what they have already learned.

--1) Knowledge of various materials and how to make use of their
potential in adapting them to the students' needs.

2) Initiated an understanding of the American culture, with my
students.

3) Lowered inhibitions and stimulated students to learn and use
the English'ianguage.

4) Increased students''proficiency in English language skills.
5) Established a good rapport with my students which enabled us

to work together more effectively, as well as to deal with per-
sonal and cultural problems.

.--1) Most of my children gained a considerable freedom in using
English in the course of the year. Not as much as I liked,
but all seemed to learn and moreover be anxious to learn more
by the end of the year.

2)Most:of_my students _had. a .positive-attitude-towards speaking--
--English. They weren't contiasted or bothered by error.

3) By means of trips and walks, many students learned a lot about
their surrounding environment. American society.

4) / learned much--a great accomplishmentabout children. How
to approach them and what to avoid.

--I) Instilled confidence in students.
2) Instilled a sense of participation in school.
3) Inspired the students to learn English outside of class as well.
4) Students work harder now.
5) Have gotten students interested in school work.

SummarY. All of the teachers felt that they had taught their children how

to speak a minimum of English. Some referxed to this minimum as "survival"

English while others referred to it as "conversational" English. The

teachers felt that they had also increased their students' motivation to

learn English,.something which should have a very positive effect on their
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future educational growth. Teachers felt that they had taught their stu-

dents something about American society and had facilitated their adapta-

tion to that society and its educational system. Finally, the tutors

felt that they learned something about teaching children especially the

teaching of English as a Second Language.

Question. What were the persistent problems faced by tutors during the

first year of the program?

Comments.

--Intense Ayness in Vietnamese and kindergarten children to the
point of being sent oui of a particular class because one refused
to answer specific questions. She understood the teacher's
question and knew the answer, I'm sure, but was unable to reply
because there had been no personal relationship built up.
A few teachers were unsympathetic and unfeeling towards the adjust-
ment problems of the foreign children and expected as much verbally
as from American children. In my opinion this is an unreasonable
expectation until the children" become UAmericanized."

--Lack of materials--difficulty in finding stimulating, educational
ESL resources, especially for high school students. Difficulty
establishing a curriculum with a logical progression. Deciding
which students qualified for the ESL program. Teachers and .

counselors unfamiliar with ESL requested my assistance with
students who were having problems with English language skills.
(Reading problems on the elementary level, and an American
Indian on the high school level). On the high school level,
tutoring students in their coursework detracted from providing
the continuity of an intensive ESL program. However, course-
work tutoring has been extremely helpful for a student's ability
to survive in the classroom and earn credit toward a diploma.
Responsibilities of the ESL tutor were not clearly defined. As

a result, I served as a liaison between students and their
teachers and counselors, dealing with class scheduling, class
problems, designing independent study reading programs for high
school credit, and writing independent study cont:acts for stu-
dents attending the Adult Basic Education ESL program. Difficulty
assessing a student's English proficiency, primarily in the be-
ginning. High school students who had studied English prior to
their arrival in the U.S. had some knowledge of reading, but oral
production skills were severely limited.

--Lack of materials to teach from. I ended up gearing my tutoring
to help children with classwork rather than spend most of the
time working on structure of English. Lack of definition of
role: teachers were not quite sure hbw to fit me in. Class
schedules and la,ck of conference rooms--some schools had
frequent--too frequent--assemblies and trying to rearrange
schedules was harrassing and unpleasant. Minor problems: where
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to put books, going from school to school induced logistics prob'ems.
The usual job hazards.

--No materials. Expected to discipline students when they cut up
in someone else's class-. No effort by some teachers to make stu-
dents feel welcomed. Students are ignored by non-Spanish speak-
ing teachers.

Summary. Lack of instructional materials seemed to be the major problem

during the first year of the program. This was due to the fact that the

tutors were hired once state funds were received, and before significant

planning for the program began. As the year progressed some materials

'did arrive and more were being Ordered at the close of the year, but no

set curriculum had yet been established.

Another persistent pioblem was the obstacles placed before the tutors

which prevented them from teaching English as a Second Language. In some

cases they were expected to teach reading to non-readers who did not

qualify for the program. In other cases, tutors were expected to teach

content courses to the students rather than E.S.L.

Finally, it appears that insensitivity to students on the part of

some of thi-t-eidheis wai a significant-problem for the tutors. While

teachers such as the one who sent a student out of ciass for not respond-

ing should not be considered typical, the tutors remarks do reflect

definite cultural insensitivity on the part of some. The fact that some

teachers responses to the Classroom Teacher's Questionnaire were hostile

to the program as a whole corroborates the existence of this insensitivity.

Questions. What do teachers believe should be done to alleviate the

dbove-mentioned problems?

Comments.

--1) Assign small room to ESL students and tutor to be used on
an everyday basis. Empty kindergarten rooms, although a
great source of materials, are too much of a visual delight
and tend to be disconcerting.
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2) Remind teachers how intimidating a language disability can
be to a youngster--how cut off and alone they feel.

3) Concentrate primary effort on instruction of refugees and
permanen residents. Most visitors from foreign count'Aes come
from a middle-class environment and can afford private lessons
if parents feel it is sufficiently important.

4) Administration and teaclier awareness programs concerning ob-
jectives, schedules, space requirement and matcrials.

0) Publish list of similar activities known to be taking place
in community to facilitate broader range of information ex-
change among active tutors and for teachers.

0) Publish student achievement goals and criteria early in pro-
gram.

.

Suggestions:
1) A list of materials that have been used successfully.
2) A private room to work in.
3) Monthly meetings of tutors.

--Compile a list of resource materials, ideally, an ESL resource -
center. Fa&iliarize the tutors with resource people to contact
for information on specific ESL problems (i.e. John Hoffman of the
Migrant Mobile Unit). Request a curriculum guide. Possibly the
R.O.C.K. Curriculum Guide, Milton Book Co., Dallas, Texas.
Initial evaluation of students' proficiency in the English
language. I feel this two-pronged approach is necessary i that

it facilitates a student's ability to cope with a new learning
environment and somewhat reduces the frustration level associated
with continuirq his/her education in a second language.

Define the responsibilities of the tutors. Obtain a proficiency
test.

Write up.an explanation of the ESL program for the teachers and
counselors in Boulder. They need to familiarize themselves with
the objectives of the program. Hold periodic inservice training
sessions. In addition to the 30-hour teaching week, I feel that
an extra three to five hours per week should be added to allow
for teacher and counselor conferences and class preparation.

--Before a tutor arrives to a school, the supervisor should set
down the responsibilities of the tutor to the school's teachers.
Teachers with ESL students should be aware of the student's dif-
ficulties and should try to make them feel at ease.

Have materials ready.
Get a list from the-Intensive English Institute and acquire the
books when program begins.

Take the tutors to this program to learn techniques.
a

Summary. The tutors felt that something should be done to change teachers

attitudes toward the pr(blems of non-English speaking students. Some
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mentioned that teachers needed to be made aware of what it is like to be

in such circumstances, indicating that once the teachers understood, they

would show more empathy toward students. Previous studies (i.e., the Fall,

1975, study of teacher attitudes toward bilingual education), have shown

that,many teachers are openly unsympathetic to cultural differences, in

spite of the fact that Boulder is in many respects an international

community% Moreover, attitudinal workshops have been conducted for teachers

in the district at district expense, and these dpparently have,had little

effect. While the evaluator offer's.no patent solutions to this problem,

perhaps a more direct approach in dealing directly with problem teachers

should be considered.

Tutors also felt that those responsible for the program should in-

form teachers at the beginning of the. year as to the nature and limita-

tions of the ESL tutorial assignment. Principals were infOrmed this

year, but apparently it was not commbnicated to the teachers. Most

probably this is a matter which could be clearly explained at the pre-

service orientation held each fall.

Tutors suggested that a materials library be established. This

should be located at the central office and a list of materials available

compiled and distributed. They also felt the need for a standard cur-

riculum, textbooks, and curriculum guide. The district is presently

working on a curriculum guide and has contracted one of this years tutors

to develop it in consultation with others during the summer months.

Tutors also felt that many instructional problems could be eliminated

via use of appropriate evaluation and assessment instruments. One tutor

suggested that the oral proficiency test be given at the beginning as well

as at the end of the year. Diagnostic testing would seem most appropriate
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for this task, although proficiency testing could provide some general

information about the student's overall needs in E.S.L. instrdction.

Question. To ghat extent have the tutors had out-of-class contacts with

tutors?

Comments.
ule

.

--/ have driven Vietnamese students and interpreter home-from
school several times. /.have included French kindergarten
child from another school to .sit in and become acquainted with
the Vietnamese kindergarten students. A few of the students
have visited my home for lunch. / have visited them.when they
were ill. I "babysat" one student whose mother had gone back
to France to a funeral. my husband has made- plans to take the
older students for a ride on his motorcycle and / have promised
to take smaller ones on a ride wie% our neighborhood police-
man in a patrol car.

--/ invited a few high school students over for dinner, took
students shopping, took them up to Flatirons Park, took them
to the Boulder Public Library, and assisted an Iranian student
in finding a different living situation.

:-/ drove many of my children home on a regular basis as well as
4' field trips to stores, museums and the mountains.

--Every Saturday some of the students went to my house. / also
attended baseball games with them, gave them rides home, and
hand-me-down clothes and toys for their younger brothers.

Summary. The tutors responses indicate that all became very close with

their students and took a personal interest in their well being. The

tutors did many things for and with the students outside of the classroom,

including the following: taking students home after school, taking them

to visit stores, taking them to amusements, the mountains, etc., assist-

ing the students families whenever they had problems, inviting students

to their home, visiting the students' homes, and giving them occasional

presents. While tutors earn only a fraction of a regular teacher's salary,

they apparently show more genuine concern for the whole student than do

most teachers.
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Appropriate work space was another problem mentioned as needing

remedying. Tutors did not like teaching one or two children in a large

classromm, and would prefer a small cubicle where they could work with

the students in a more personal environment. This is a useful and

positive suggeition which can be carried out in the future if the

coordinator has the principal of each building reserve such a space

for each tutor.

Two suggedtions were made regarding inservice training, both of

which are quite valid. The tutors felt that workshops should be held

more often and that regular monthly meetings between tutors should be

scheduled. In addition, one tutor suggested Oat in the future all tutors

observe classes at the Intensive English Center of the University of

Colorado before beginning to tutor other students.

Question. How many students did tutors instruct this year?

Comments.

- -Seven.

- -Seven.

- -Eight.

--Sixteen,

Summary. Tutors instructed a total of 38 students during the course of the

year. The average number of students pertutor was about eight, although

ono tutor had twioe that number. This figure does not seem excessive,

although it is unevenly distributed.

Question. How many pupils were the'tutors working with at the end of the

year?

Comments.

--Seven.

--Seven.

--Seven.
30
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Summary. At the end of the year tutors were instructing a total of 31

students. Not surprisingly, the largest drop in number of students re-

ceiving instruction sas with the tutor who had the greatest number of

students at the beginning of the year. This was pTobably due to the fact

that the tutor was initially assigned several students that did not

qualify for.the program, but needed extra help in tile area of English

language arts. Eventually, the tutor was able to reduce her load to a

number more in line with the loads of her colleagues.

Question. What teaching experience prior to assuming their new role, did

-

the E.S.L. tutors have?

Comments..

--I have taught conversational English to foreign adults for four
years. Therefore, I was accustomed to the sound of a foreign
language and to the way they mispronounce words. Thelechnique
I used with adults on an intermediate level was very informal and
comfortable. I suggested the subject mattoT agreeable to all and
then led the discussion. My job was to correct verbs, tenses and
sentence structure. During that time I worked as a volunteer at
Burbank Jr. High explaining teachers' directions, teaching one
youngster cursive writing, showing students how to use library
and appropriate materials, coaching students for tests and oral
reports and explaining or informing them about local.dress and
customs.

- -None.

- -None.

--Englewood Federal Youth Center tutor for Spanish speaking inmates.
T.A. for Chicano studies at C.U.
Bilingual aide at Columbine Elementary and tutor in political
science, sociology, and Spanish (C.U.).

Summary,. Only two of the tutors had any previous experience of a similar

nature and these assignments were only marginally related to the tutors'

pre3ent job. One had served as a volunteer tutor of E.S.L. with adults

(substantially different from teaching E.S.L. tO children), and the other

had served as a general tutor for Chicano students at the University of

Colorado and a brief period as a bilingual aide in a bilingual education
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classroom. None of the tutors were certified teachers.

Question. What materials and sources of information did the tutors con-

sult to assist them in organizing their teaching duties?

Comments.

- -TESL Methodology:

1. Helping People Learn English, Earl Stevick.
2. Manual for the Volunteer as a Teacher of English, National

Assoc. for Foreign Student Affairs.

- -1. Teaching English as a Second Langnme, Mary Finocchiaro.
2. English as a Second Language, Phase Two, William Samuelson.
3. The Teaching of English to Immigrant Children, John and

Francis Stoddart .
4. Conversational English for the Non-Englith Speaking Child,

Nina Phillips.
5. Basic Helps for Teaching English as a Second Language, Betty J.

Frey.

6. English 900.

7. English Sentence Patterns, Robert Lado
English Pattern Practices.
Vocabulart in Context.

B. Tape - Text
Surviving in English and

Instructional Systems Marketing Counsel.

- -Linguistics books by Hacket-, et al.; were helpful.

40./

-Summary. Three of the four tutors did outside reading on teaching English

as a Second Language in order to acquire a better understanding of what

they dere doing. This again speaks well for the professionalism demon-

strated by the tutors in their first year on the job. It also indicates

that tutOrs will take advantage of available materials. Because of this, it

is probable that the E.S.L. materials cenzer, suggested by several of the

tutors, would be taken advantage of in the future.

Parent's Questionnaire

A questionnaire was mailed to parents of the 39 students receiving

tutorial instruction under the program. The questionnaire consisted of .

ten questions which could be answered via a multiple choice response. It

was decided to use this format since it was felt that many parents would

be unable to express their opinions in English.
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In spite of the multiple choice format of the questionnaire, only

Amzparents.responded by returning the questionnaire by mail. This

would seem to indicate that a mailed questionnaire will not be returned

and therefore should not be used in _the evaluation of future programs for

the non-English speaking. Possible reasons for this are varied. Obviously

many parents do.not speak or. read English themselves. The pos:ibility also

exists.that the parents of some non-English speaking children are accustomed

to their children having problems in school, and therefore, tend to ayoid

contact with the school system. Finally, it is also possible that some of .

these parents are turned off by the school system. Or, it could be that

they did not receive the questionnaire due to having moved during the

school year without informing the school or the post'office of the new

address. .4
,t

Nevertheless, the four parents that did respond reacted vety ffvor7

ably to the program. The questionnaire and its results are depicted on the

following page.

Summary of responses to the Parent's Questionnaire

The parents who responded expressed highly eositive impressions of

the district Lau program. All were in agreement that it is important for

their children to learn English. Half felt that their child should study

E.S.L. only, while the other half felt that E.S..L. should be combined with

other school subjects during the day. All of the parents were aware that

their children were receiving E.S.L. instruction and all believe that this

instruction improved their child's English skills. Such results speak

favorably of the success of the program and indicate that it should be

continued. Three-fourths of the responding parents said that they had met

their child's tutor and the same number said that their child had mentioned

the tutor to them in conversation, at home.. This would seem to corroborate
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QUESTIoNNAIRE FOR PARENTS

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM. (WI)

1. Do you feel it is important for your child to learn
English? .

.ro

31

Yes 4
No

2. How much time do you want your child to spend receiving,
instruction in English language skills?

All of the time 2

i of the time
* of the time 1

i hour per day 1

none at all

3. Did you knew that your child was receiving Instruction
.from an English as a Second Language tutor this year?

4. Oo you believe this tutoring has helped your child's
English skills?

Yes 4
No

Yes 4
No

9. Has your child ever spoken to you abou.1.. his English Yes 3

. tutor? No 1

6. Have you met your child's English as a Second Language
tutor?

7. Have you ever received an oral or written report from the
English as a Second Language tutor on your child's progress?

Would you like to receive regular reports from the E.S.L.
tutor on your child's progress?

9. Do you believe the school has made a serious effort to
meet your child's educational needs?

Yes 3
No

Yes 2
No ""---
(firr)

Yes 3
No

(1 N.R.)

Yes 4
No

10. Do you wish to make any comments regarding the English
as a Second Language progrin? (Write below.)

--Peter is a good tutor. My son learned English and has improved very much.

esta' muy bien.

- -It is a great program, and Mrs. Paltridge, OUT children's tutor, is a wondprful
teacher. / don't think Sophie and Catherine could have reached the level they
have in English without her. She even came to our house to teach them when
they were sick, and she always found ways to interpret them, and to make them
want to express themselves in English. We are extremely thankful to her.
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the close relationship between tutor and .student which was apparent from

analysis to the Tutor's Reaction Form.

Half of the parents said that they had received a report on their

child's progress in English. This was most certainly an oral report since

no written reports were issued this year. However, tOree-fourths of the

parents stated that in the future they would like to receive regular

written reports on their child's-progress in English. All parents stated

that they thought the district had made a serious effort to meet their

child's educational needs, a fact which the district can take pride in.

The Linguistic Evaluation

Assessment of the students' language skills was carried out during

the last week of May, 1976. A/1 students at both the elementary and

secondary levels were evaluated. Students at the elementary level were

evaluated by means of the WertIre:EIBilinalStaxiollishEdition..

This evaluation was individually administered by DT. Stansfield. Students

at the secondary level, junior high and senior high, were evaluated via

a modified version of the Peace Cor s Oval Proficiency Interview. These

will be described extensively below.

Evaluation of Secondary Students

Peace Corps Oral Proficiency Interview. This is the oldest and best re-

searched measure of proficiency available today. The instrument was

developed by the Foreign Service Institute for use in evaluating the oral

proficiency of American diplomats working abroad. It was later adopted

by other government agencies including the Central Intelligence Agency,

the National Security Agency, and the Civil Service Commission. 'Most
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recently it was adopted by the Peace Corps which made minor changes on

it. The Peace Corps then contracted with Educational Testing Service

to administer it to all volunteers following their initial language

training and again after completion of two years service in the field.

The Peace Cor s Oral Proficiency Interview, which is further des-

cribed in Appendix D, consists of a 20-minute oral interview with the

interviewee on a one-to-one basis. The interview begins with simple

information questions, such as Where are you from?, and proceeds to more

personal questions such as Tell me what you think of rock music. The

interviewer attempts to have the subject use different tenses by 'asking

questions about the subject's past and future. During the conversation the

interviewer decides at which of six levels of oral proficiency the sub-

ject's linguistic facility rests. After the interview he makes note of

this level and it becomes part of a permanent-record. The reliability of

this procedure has been shown 'to be above .95 in numerous studies on the

interview carried out over the years.

Since the Peace Corps interview is designed for use with adulis,

it was found that some aspects of the scoring criteria were not applicable

for use with adolescents. For instance, for an adult to receive a rating

of three, he must be able to converse on professional topics using appropri-

ate fluency and vocabulary. Since public school students would not be

expected to have to demonstrate the ability to converse on the job, such

topics were not covered in the interview. Instead, the interviewer asked

questions about the subjects each student was studying in school, and

generally substituted school language for professional language in evalu-

ating the student's performance. These changes were suggested by Dr.

Stansfield during a four hour workshop which was presented to the tutors

in MO, 1976. The workshop dealt with the nature of the final evaluation

and procedures for carrying out and scoring an interview.
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Results of the Peace Corps Oral Proficiency Inierview. The interview

was administered to 14 junior and senior high ttudents. This number

was three less than the total number of secondary level students who

received instruction. All students could not be tested due to absenteeism

and class conflicts, both of which were brevelant at the end of the year.

Of the 14 students who were interviewed, two scored at level 0 (practically

no English), six scored at level 1 (survival skills only), four scored at

level 2 (basic conversational skills), and two scored at level 3 (con-

versatlonal and classroom English). A score at this last level indicates

that the student is capable of functioning in a normal classroom with

only occasional R.S.L. instruction. TheTe are two additional proficiency

levels, four and five, which refer to near-native and native proficiencY

respectively. Students with such proficiency would not need any further

E.S.L. instruction. Students scoring at levels 0 and 1, are not capable

of understanding what takes place in the regular public school classroom.

These students should receive E.S.L. instruction only until they progross

to level two. Students at level two can understand a fair amount of

English, but are not capable of keeping up with or competing with native

students in the public schools. Their command of English is insufficient

for classroom discussion. These students need substantial E.S.L. instruc-

tion at least one hour per day, although they may be mainstreamed during

the rest of the day. In some programs such asthe one in Grand Junction,

Colorado, students at this level receive one-halfday of E.S.L. instruc-

tion. Students at level three need occasional E.S.L. instruction in

order to assist them in continuing to improve their English skills. This

instruction could occur for brief periods on a daily or weekly basis. As

stated above, only two stadents attained this level of proficiency.
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Therefore, the linguistic evaluation indicates that all the students

receiving instruction in English as a Second Language this year will also

need to,continue it next year, and that many of them have not received

as intensive teaching as was needed.

Evaluation of Elementary Students
ow

Students enrolled in elementary schools were evaluated at the end of

thi year using the Bilingual Syntax Measure: English Edition published

by Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich. Like the Peace Corps Interview, the

Bilingual Syntax Measure (B.S.M.) was administered during the last week

of May, 1976, to 14 students who were receiving,instruction at that time.

The test was individually administered to each student by Dr. Stansfield.

Among the students who took the test, the scores ranged as follows.

Eight students scored at level 3 (survival English). These students

will need substantial E.S.L. instruction during the coming year since a

score of 3 on the B.S.M. is more or less equivalent to a score of 1 on the

Peace Corps Interview in overall proficiency. Most of the students-who

scored at this level are Vietnamese refugees.

Two students scored at level 4 on the B.S.M. This is equivalent to

a icore of 2 on the Peace Corps Interview. Therefore, these students

will need some E.S.L. instruction during the coming year although they

can function in the classroom and communicate in English. Four students

attained level 5 en the B.S.M. This is equivalent to levels three and

four on the Peace Corps Intirview. These students, although they may

have yet to master English with the fluency of a monolingual speaker, are

proficient in the language and will not need E.S.L. instruction during the

coming year. Therefore, the results of the final evaluation indicate that
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at least ten of tlie elementary school children who were still receiving

E.S.L. instruction at the end of the year will need additional instruc-

tion next year.

Summary and Conclusions

During its first year of operation the E.S.L. Tutorial Program of

the Boulder Valley Public Schools made considerable progress. The basic

structure of the program was established. A coordinator and an evaluator

were selected, inservice training was provided, tutors:were hired and

trained, and textbooks and supplementary materials were purchased. While

the program was late in commencing due to the fact that funding did not

come until November, the program did commence. While plagued with many

problems, the teachers did fulfill their assigned roles and successfully

tutored many students. Parents became aware of the program's existence

and applauded the tutors' efforts. A final oral evaluation of nearly all

students was conducted to the satisfaction of both the tutors and the

evaluator, using instruments which had not previously been employed in the

district. In addition, this in-depth progress report on the program was

prepared and distributed.

The results of this evaluation have shown.that there are still many

areas where improvement is needed. There still se'ems to be a critical

shortage of materials. Plans are underway to alleviate this by purchasing

materials during the summer of 1976. There is a need for greater con-

sideration of the individual tutor in designing the teaching schedule.

Tutors did not like having to travel from school to school or having to

tutor more than two students at a time. They also did not like being

asked to assist with students whose problems were other than linguistic.
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On this matter, greater efforts will need to be made in the future in

- order to insure that the role of the E.S.!.. tutor is explained to and

understood by building personnel: Tutors would prefer to earn a more

substantial salary, although they are moderately satisfied with their

present remuneration. More inservice training needs to be provided,

especially at the beginning of the year. This shoulitinclude informs-
Vo.

tion on techniques for conducting an initial assessMent of students.

Classroom teachers showed very positive reactions to the work of the

E.S.L. tutors and provided strong supporting data for the need to continue

the program. Nonetheless, a few teachers were antagonistic toward the

presence of non-English speaking students in the schools, and the dis-

trict's efforts to provide them with tutorial assistance. The tutors

themselves listed classroom teachers' attitudes toward the pupils as one

of their most consistent and frustrating problems. Therefore it seems

that inservice training should be provided to teachers with non-English

speaking students in order to make them more comfortable if not more

sympathetic in dealing with these children.

The overall conclusion about the most important aspect of the program,

the quality of the tutors and the instruction they imparted, is that it

was of high caliber and worthy of considerable praise. This factor

seemed apparent from the remarks made by the parents of children, the

classroom teachers, building adminlstrators, and the classroom observe-

tions of the program evaluator. Moreover, the many indications of the

high level of personal commitment with which the tutors approached their

jobs, i.e., evening meetings to discuss common problems, spending time

with parents and children after class, reading books on methodology and

searching for new materials, all reinforce the conclusion that the

teachers, the most important factor in the instructional process, were

both dedicated and effective.
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Given the understanding that the problems mentioned by the tutdrs

are problems which are typical of initial remedial programs, in general,

and of the Lau program in Colorado in particular, the evaluator must

conclude that the district's program was as successful as could reason-

ably be expected. Since most of this year's tutors are planning to

continue in the same position next year, the outlook of an even better

program in the future is good.

Charles Stansfield
University of Colorc.do
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-APPENDIX A

Classroom Teachers' Questionnaire

English as a Second Language Program (Lau)

1. Please number in order of importance (1-4) the acquisition of those
skills you feel are of most immediate value to your ESL students.

Oral production
Reading
Writing
Listening Comprehension

AP

2. Do you feel that your linguistically different students Yes
benefit from ESL instructions? No

3. Do you feel that your ESL students should attend ESL classes Yes
when there is a conflict in scheduling? No

4, Do you ever contact the ESL teacher to discuss your ESL Yes
students? No

5. Do you think there should be an ESL tutor in this building Yes
next year? No

6. Do you feel that your ESL students received sufficient Yes
ESL instruction this year? No

7. Is the ESL program of any help to you? Yes
No

8. Do you think the ESL tutor should also be available to Yes
assist students in learning other courses in which they No
are enrolled?

9. Are there any comments you would like to inake regarding
the ESL program?

Please mail this form to Dr. Charles Stansfield
Dept. of Spanish
University of Colorado
Boulder, 80302
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BOULDER VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

spoor. DISTRICT NO: 114; SWUM COOWIY
INOt BOx 11 tt,: ..r.os

IOULDIR, COLORADO $0342
(303) M7.1010

May 3, 1976

Dear

As evaluator for the English as a Second Language Program of the
Boulder Valley Public Schools, I wfsh to request a few minutes of
your time to assist me in the end-of-year evaluation. It is necessary
for the district to submit an evaluation report in order to- comply with
the requirements for funding under the Atari Bilingual Education Pct.

As you can see the form is very brief, containing only nine
questiors. Mter completing the questionnaire, please return it to
me in the enclosed envelope by May 25.

Thank you very much.

CS:mns
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Sincerely,

Charles Stansfield, Ph. D.
Evaluator, E.S.L. Program
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Individual Classroom Taacher Comments

think the program should be expanded. Also the building teachers should
be hailer with the program, possibly through an inservice in the fall.
The classroomleachers can offer suggestions, supplies, materials etc. to
the E.S.L. teacher, for her use.

Stephanie Vigil was enrolled in both the Educationally Handicapped
Resource room and Debbie Anderson's program. / feel it wasn't the
best use of Debbie's time because St.rhanie's problems are 20TO basically
specific learning disabilities.

. _

Martyof our E.S.L. students arrive knowing no English. Zero, Hill. /11*

other words,.English is not a second language for them when they begin.
They are often monolingual. This means E.S.L. is essential since the
child can't learn any content in English.

Some students are not motivated to improve even with an ESL teacher.
Somewant special treatment and do assignments only halfway without
expending much effort on their own.

Did not aeal with my Vietnamese and I know lang, of others.
Just that we need more fit.

Great!

Good job by Pete.

I wish the children I've had involved could have been involved sooner in
the program.

If district funds are being used for this let's drop it. While it could
be valuable for the stu4ent-, it ii stilt the students' problem to learn
English and I don't think the district should be paying for it.

This program has been a great help to both students and teachers this year...
and definately should be continued next year.

It is an absolute necessity and should take precedence over all other
coursework. We reading teachers have far too many remedial American kids
to work with and cannot even begin to help the foreign student by our-
selves. For their own well UMW (ultustment, etc.) these students need
'a strong ESL program. IEEP IT UP!!

If we are going to accept students at Boulder High who cannot speak
Eniliskthen a program of this nature'is essential. / know of no school
system anywhere else in the world who will accept students who cannot
speak the native language.
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Mire students in E.S.L. Programs.

Debbie Anderson is excellent!

What is available is good. Mbre is needed!

The students that I had were having difficulty in the regular classroom.
When Tony Lopez came and began spending time with my program and instructing
the students accordingly--they responded favorably.
This is an important asset to.our school and is needed for the coming
school. year.

74ny Lopez did an excellent job and the students communicated with him
about their needs. He was very successful. I appreciated'his help.

I feel a self contained program would produce better results in that the
students would integrate faster into the regular school program.

This has been a very valuable help this year, and I would like to see it
continued.

I feel for this first year -- my kindergarteners would have benefited more
by being in a bi-lingual program (Viet Ham/Eng.) with other Viet Nam
Childreh and a teacher that spoke both languages. They need the experience
of understanding and communicating!

A very fine job was done this year for the child in my classroom.

I wish there had been more time for communication with the ESL teacher
here at school. Most was done over the phone which was very limiting.

Vocabulary input to the Tutor previous to a new topic would make the
classroom less frustrating. This is particularly applicable in K.

I feel that the tutor should try to go along with what the classroom
teacher is talking about in class. Ex: Apelling words, social studies
and science words etc.

I felt the program was extremely beneficial to my class.
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APPENDIX 8

Boulder Valley PUblic Schools

E.S.L. Tutor's Reaction Form, Lau Program

Houi Would you rate yyur:

1. Work load? Excellent Good Fair Poor

Comments:

2. Class schedule? Excellent Good Fdir Poor

Comments:

1111..

3. InstructiOnal materials and Excellent Good Fair Poor
. equipment?

Coments:

4. Supervision? Excellent Good Fair Poor0.0.1 10.
Comments:

S. In-service training? Excellent Good Fair Poor

Comments:

6. Salary? Excellent Good Fair Poor

Comments:

7. Assistance from building
administrators?

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Comments:
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E.S.L. Tutor's Reaction Form

IL' Assistance from classroom ' Excellent Good Adequate Inadequate
teadhers?

Comments:

9. ,Contacts with parents? Excellent Good Adequate Inadequate

Comments:

10. How do you feel.you woulsl be most effective in the future?

1. As an ESL tutor.
2. As a teacher's aide.
3. As an ESL teacher.

ll. Describe as many as five thing's you believe you have accomplished during
this first year of the program. (Use separate sheet if necessary.)

12. Describe as many as five problems which plagued you during this first year
of the program. (Use separate sheet if necessary.)

13. Describe any solutions you feel may alleviate the above.problems. (Use

separate sheet if necessary.)

14. Describe to what extent, if any, you have had out of class contacts with
pupils?

15. /ndicate any other changes or suggestions you have for futumu operation
of the E.S.L. program. (Use separate sheet if necessary.)

16. Exactly how many pupils did y'ou tutor this year?

17. Exactly how many pupils were you tutoring at the end of this year?
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E.S.L. TUtor's Reaction FOTM

18. Describe any previous teaihing experience you may, have had.

19. List any books (author and title if possible) on TESL methodology you read
or consulted after you were hired.



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PARENTS

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM (OD
o

1. Do you feel it is important for your child to learn
English?

2. How much time doryou want your child to spend receiving
instruction in English language skills?

All of the time
y of the time
* of the time

' * hour per day
none at all .

3. Did you know that your child was receiving instruction
from an English as a Second Language tutor this year?

4. Do you believe this tutoring has helped your child's
English skills?

5. Has your child ever spoken to you about his English
tutor?

6. Have you met your child's English as a Second Language
tutor?

7. Have you ever received an oral or written report from the
English as a Second Language tutor on your hild's progress?

8. Would you like to receive regular reports from the E.S.L.
tutor on your child's progress?

9. Do you believe the school has made a serious effort to
meet your child's educational needs?

10. Do you wish to make any comments regarding the English
. as a Second.Language program? (write below.)

.4
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Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No



BOULDER VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOL DISTRIC1.140. Re2, BOULDER Comm

,
. .. P.M BOX 11

BOULDEI,'COLORADO 00302 ,

: (303) 447-1010

Mak 3, 1976

III

Dear Parent:
-

As evaluator for the Boulder Valley Public Schools' English
as a Second Language Program, / wish to request a few minutes
of your time to assist me in our end-of-the-year evaluation.
The information you furnieh wi, aid the district in improving
its efforts to meet your child's educational needs.

As you can see the enclosed questionnaire is very brief,
containing only ten questions. After completing it, please
return it to me in -le enclosed envelope which is provided
for your convenience.

Thank you very much.

- ,....

Sincerely,

Charles Stansfield, Ph.D.
Evaluator, E.S.L. Program
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APPENDIX D

DESCRIPTION OF THE PEACE CORPS

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY INTERVIEW

e/thuugh many Peace Corps trainees snd Voluntseca ere acquainted with the language.ptoficiancy
interviees conducted in host councry langudges, it seems desirable to provide you with same addi-
tional background on the interview technique, and the uses for which the results of these evalus»
tiuns atv intended.

The interview-conversation technique was developed by the Foreign Service Institute (TEI),
and until 1969, the bulk of che intetviews were administered for the Peace Corps by PSI staff.
in the summer of 1969, the Peace Corps entered into tontracc with Educational Testing Service
(ETS) undei which STS ssumed responsibilicy foc che interview testing progres es welI as for
comprehensive review of Pasco Corps language evaluation needs. By early 1970, certain other
longues's evsluarion techniques will be incroduced on an experimental basis for some of the common
itingusgcs. These new techniques will not teplace the incerview, but will provide supplemental
infurmation on the scudenc's* language coapecence.

We will provide you wich additional inforeation on the new techniques es chey become available;
this leaflec has.been prepared to describe the current incarview procedure in some detail end co
suggest wells in which the reeults of the incerview aighc be post useful.

Schedulins of Interviews in the Course of Training and Service
-

For the mosc part, students will be asked co parcicipate in three interviews during the
course of their training and service; 1) on entry into tha training progress, 2) near the con-
clusion of training in the United States, end 3) st soae point during itt-.councry service.

General Scructurs of the Incerview

The language proficiency interview consisce of 15-20 minute commrsatioa between the student
end either one or two ETS qualified interviewers. When two interviewers ere present, one conducts
the conversation while the second listens end takes notes. The listener say enter the convorsacion
uccasionally. Wham only one interviewer is present, he, of course, performs noch these functioni.
The notes being taken are not necesesrily notacions of weaknesses; positive features of che student's
perforasnce are also recorded.

ETS is currently cape recording each language incerview. These recordings are for research
and developmenc purposes, such as the craining of new interviewers. They ere for ETS use only,
and do not make up any part of the student's official Peace Corps file.

Content of the Interview

The Primary purpose of thi face-to-4.c* interview is to give ch. student an oppercunity to
dcmonstrace, in realistic conversational situation, the extent of his spoken mastery of the
host country language, es well as his ability co understand the spoken language. The interviewer,
therefore, is not interested in "tricking the studenc," or finding ouc what he "doesn't know° is
thc negacive sense. The interviewer asks. every effort co put the studenc at ease, to engage his
in IncereatIng tupics of conversation, and to lead his in gradual scages up ta his exism level
of speaking proficiency.

The pecific content of each interview is not fixed, sed chere may well be substantial dif-
ferences (rum interview to interview in the topics discussed. It is therefore not useful for the
student co try to ancicipace details of che Convetsation based on the experience of others, or to
attempt to "prepare" a convetsation beforehand.

Although, as stated above, the intetviesmt does not cover ch. sane topics in each converse.-
clun, he does in sch incerview acteapt to decermine the cudent's level of asstety in certain
specific linguistic areas. These aces

Pronuncietiun and Accent
-----

A pronunciation which is sufficiencly accurace to svoid confusion ss to the Particular sounds
which thc studenc intends Is impotcanc co effective communication, end this aspect of che student's
speech Is evaluated in che course of che convereation. Beyond chis, che etudant's degree of commend
0( 41 phonecicaliy sccurace ptonunclscion (the abence of obviously non-native alemence of accenc,

intonecton and phrasing) is also taken into accounc, chough to leser degree.

ow.. wow ....111 ..

*Ihrooshnot this !canoe, the clam "student" wilt be used rechet chin rhe mote cumbersome
"trulne4volunceer."
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Grammatical Accuracy

In the Peace Corps language training program, considerable emphasis is placed on the develop-
ment of grammatical accuracy. Since structure is'indeed the backbone of the language, eateries
into Seth sentence produced regardless of the particular topic or-vocabulary involved, it is reason-
able end desirable that the Peace Corps pregrrs stress the development of au accurate structural
cosaand of the language. Giuien a good structural control of the host cOuntry langusse, the student
should be eble to develop a broader uocabulary end to increase his leuel of tluency through pre4
tics In the field. It is doubtful, however, that the student will greatly Increase his structural
aCCoracY in the field, since the Peace Corps sxperience has been that extensive practice in a
formal and controlled (i.e., classroom) situation is usually required to master graamatical strut..
tures, especially those which differ from structures in the student's native lanSusge-

To check the student's level of grammatical control, the interviewers will typically attempt
to stimunte a discussion of topics which requite or suggest the use of various verb moods, tenses .
and persons kayoed the simple narrative present and the first person ("I") forms. The accurate
use of adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, and other aspects of language structure-will also be
evalueted in the course of the interview.

Vocabulary

The extent of the student's spoken vocabulary is noted throughout the course of the interview.
Emphasis is placed on a wide*ranging vocabulary which allows the student to talk freely and accur
ately on a number of different Kau, including but by no means restricted to vocabulary appropriate
to his work assignment. The best preparation for the vocabulary aspect of the interview is oot
last-minute study of word lists but rather the gradual and natural accumulation of vocabulary
through claserooa work together with extensive outside xposure to the language through films,
conversations with native speakers or more advanced studette, and so forth.

fluency

fluency does not refer hers to the absolute speed of delivery, since native speakers of any
language often show wide variation in this aree. fluency, for purposes of the Interview, refers
to the overall smoothness, continuity, and naturalness of the student's speech, as opposed to
pauses for rephrasing sentence* groping for words, and so forth.

Ltstenina Comprehension

tt is difficult to evaluate llatening,comprehension in a highly objective manner using a
Louversational technique. If a student is able to carry out a rather sophisticated conversation
on the basis of spoken leads and comments given by the interviewer, it is reasonably certain
that the student has acquired a listening comprehension proficiency at least up to the level
represented ty the general nature of the conversation. It is, however, possible ehat the student's
listening proficiency as such could be quite high, but that limitations in his ability to speak
thy language would prevent him from responding readily to questions or conversational leads which
ho understood perfectly well. Plans are currently being made to develop a test of listening
comprehension for Peace Corps use which would be administered independently of the language
proficiency interview o provide additional information about this area of the student's language
competence. In the maonwhile, students' listening comprehension ability will continue to be judged,
albeit somewhat roughly, on the basis of the face-to-face interview. The interviewers are in-
o tructed to give the benefit of the doubt to the student, end to assume as a matter of course
that his listening proficiency is at least on a level with his interview performance.

Interview Scoring and Interpretation

The language proficiency Interview is unlike most tests in that it does not yield a numerical
score based on the number of questions answered correctly. Rather, the results of the interview
e re reported on the basis of discrete categories of overall performance. Descriptions of these
categories are as follows:

Category I

Able to.satisfy routinctrevel needs and minimum courtesy recuirements. Can ask and
answer questions on topics very familiar to him; within the scope of his very limited
language experience can understand simple questions and statements, allowing for slowed
speech, repetition or paraphrase; sp'eaking vocabulary inadequate to express anything
but thc most elementary needs; errors in pronunciation and grammar are frequent, but
can be understood by a native speaker used to dealing with foreigners attempting ro
speak hts language. While elementary needs vary considerably from individual to indi-
vidual, any person st the Category 1 level should be able to order a simple meal, ask
for shelter or lodging, ask and give simple directions, make purchases, and cell eine.
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category Z

Able to aatitLy. routine social demands end limited work requirements. Can hendie
with confidence but not with fetility most social situetions including ifttroductiotte
end casual convtirsationo about current events, as well se work, featly, and euto-
biographicel inforeetion; cen handle limited work requiremente, needing help in
handling any complicetions or difficulties; can get the gist of most conversatione
on non-technical subjects (i.e. topics which require no specielised knowledge) and
has t speeking vocebulery sufficient to express hiseelf simply with come circumlo-
cutions; accent, though often quite faulty, is intelligible; can usuellrhandle
elementary constructions quite sccuretely but does not have thorough or confident
control of the gramasr.

Category 3

Able to s eak the len 411 with sufficient structural eccurac sad voc bulsr to
oliticipare effectivety in ost formal and informal conversations on prectical,
sotislangionaltoics. Can discuss perticultr interests and spectra
fields of competence with reasonable tette; comprehension is quite complete for 4'
normal rate of speech; vocabulary is brood enough that he rerely has to grope for
a word; accent may be.obviously foreign; control of grammar good; errors never
interfere with understanding sad rarely disturb the. native speeker.

5ategory 4,

Able to use t1.14 language fluently and accurately on all levels normally pertinent
to professional needs. Can understand sad perticipate in eny convereetion within
the ranee of hls experience with a high degree of fluency end precision of vocabulery;
would rarely be token for s native speaker, but can reepond approprietely even in
unfamiliar situations; errors of prosuncietion end gramsar quite rare; can handle
informal interpreting from sad into the language.

Catelory 5

Speaking proficiency equivalent to that of en educated native speaker. Hes complete
fluency la the lenguage such that his speech on 411 levels is fully sccepted by
educated native speakers in all of its features, including breedth of vocabulary
and idiom, colloquialisms, and pertinent cultural referencee.

Ideally, the best sort of "score report" for a student whose interview performance fell Into
ona of the above categories would be to present verbatim the entire verbal descrfption of thet
category. For obvious clerical reasons, it is more efficient simply to report the cstsgory number
corresponding to the verbel description. This "shorthand" procedure has two potentiel drawbacks
of which both students sad Peece Corps staff should be aware. The first is the tendency for s
parson to forget the verbal definitions corresponding to the numarical categories, sad to deal
with elm numbers according to some private--and possibly erronoous--motion about what thenumbers
mean. The second is to assume thst because the interview results are expreseed as a set of con-
tinuous numbers there Is a straightforward and uniform increeee in student performance from one
category rating ro another, for example, thac the amount of student improvement represented by a
score increase from "2" to "3" is the some emounr of improvement as that represented by an in-
crease from "3" to "4." On the contrary (as can be seen by referring to the verbal descriptions).
the amount of student work and improvement required to go from one category to another generelly
iscrolnes with each higher .cetegory. Thus, the transition from category "1" to cetesory "2" could
probably be made by a student who over a period of severel weeks succeeded in establishing a
reasonably consistent control of basic grammar and who in addition acquired 4 workable but not
especially extensive vocabolary for his work area and for other general topics. The transition
from "2" to "3," on the other hand, would probebly require conscientious trsining in end emetic*
of must grammatical patterns to 4 point at which they could be produced elmost autometically.
rite vocabulary expectations would also be considerably increseed for both breadth and depth,
anti considerations of fluency and pronunciation eccurecy would assume greater prominence. A
category increase from "3" to "4" would require a close epproximation of native standards for
tho verlous rating factors; thus. language precision at the "4° level could probably not be
attained during the regular Peace Corps training progrem unless the student were unusually
proficient in the language before entering the program.

In summary of the above, while the student just beginning the language could reasonably hope
for proficiency increaees of one or possibly two categories up to about the "2" or in some cases
"1" level, a higher category would not usually be reached because of the substentially greeter
inereases in amount and quality of mastery associated with these levels.
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gible

S-1 S-2

Usually foreign but
rarely unintell-
gible
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5-3

_L
S-4_. 51r

Sometimes Foreign
but always intelli-
gible

Sometimes foreign iNative
but always intelli-
gible

Accurscy limited to
set expressions; al-
most no control of
syntax; often con-
vey s. wrong infor-

mation

Fair control of most
basic syntactic pat-
terns; conveys mean-
ing accurately in
simple sentences
most of time

Adequate only for
survival, travel,
and basic courtesy
needs

Adequate for simple
social conversation
and routine school
needs

Except for memo-
rized expressions,
every utterance
required enormous
obvious effort
Hay require much
reperition, slow

-
rate of speech;
understands only
very simple, short
familiar utterances

Usually hesitant;
often forced to
silence by limita-
tions of grammar
and vocabulary
In general under-
stands non-technical
speech directed to
him,'but sometimes
misinterprets or
needs utterances re-
worded. Usually
cannot fpliow con-
versation fetween
native speakers

Good control of most
basic syntactic pat-
terns; always con-
veys meaning accu-
rately in reasonably
complex sentences

Adequate for parti-
cipation in all
general conVersation
and for
discussions in a
special field

Mikes only occasional
errors, and these
show no pattern of
deficiency

Control equal
to that of an
educated na-
speaker

Professional and
general vocabulary
broad and precise,

Equal to vo-
cabulary of
ameducated

appropriate to native
occasion speaker MD

4

Rarely hesitant;
always able tosus-
tain conversazion
dhrough circum-
locutions
Understands Mgt of
what is said to
him; can follow,
speeches, clear
radio broadcasts,
and most conver-
station between
native speakers,
but not in great
detail

Speech on all pro-
fessional matters es
apparently effortless
as in Englislli_ alwnys
easy to listen to
ICan understand all
educated speech in
any moderately
clear context; oc-
casionally baffled
by colloquialisms
and regionalisms

Speeth at
least as
fluent as in
English on
all occasions
Equal to that
of the native
speaker
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Program Personnel

Bettye Faltridge
800 Brooklawn
Boulder, Colorado, 80303 (494-5227)

Peter Callas Fanayot
922 12th Street
Boulder, Colorado, 80302

.Deborah Anderson
2111 Spruce #1.
Boulder, Colorado, 80302

Anthony Lopez
c/o Lafayette Middle School
Lafayette, Colorado, 80026

-

(442-7610)

(449-8299)

Charles Stansfield, Evaluator
1475 Folsom, Apt. 182
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 (443-4140)

Roger Martinez, Coordinator
Boulder Valley Public Schools
P.O. Box 9011
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 (447-1010)
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